We are happy to announce the 2019 winners of the TLC Seed project proposals. The grants are in partnership with funding from the Teaching and Learning Collaboratory, the School of Engineering, and the School of Science.

**Barbara Cutler, Stacy Patterson, and Buster Holzbauer**  
*Interactive Visualization of Communications in Networked Programs to Enhance Student Learning and Aid Debugging*

**Ronald C. Hedden**  
*The Virtual Chemical Plant: Innovations in Chemical Engineering Education*

**Matt Oehlschlaeger, Jeff Morris, Larry Oligny, and Sam Chiappone**  
*Incorporating Digital Simulation Tools for Teaching Manufacturing Topics in ENGR 4710 & 4720*

**Gabrielle Brainard, Mae-ling Lokko, Raquel Velho, and Nina Sharif**  
*Integrating Interactive Research and Visualization Tools into Building Science Curriculum*

**Alicia Walf and Tomie Hahn**  
- *The Well-being Toolbox: Interactive Approaches with Complementary Use of Technology (contingency to be satisfied)*

Visit the [UGED website seed project announcement](https://www.rpi.edu) for a summary of each of the projects.